Souls on Earth: Exploring Interplanetary and
Earth-Based Wisdom
A Virtual 5-Week Class with Dr. Linda Backman
Tuesdays, April 30 - May 28, 2019, 5-6:30 PM Mountain Time
This in-depth online video course is led by Dr. Linda Backman, an expert psychologist, regression therapist
and author who has been in private practice for 40 years. Linda regularly teaches worldwide.

You will learn to:












Understand from where the first incarnate souls on Earth came
Know what an Interplanetary Soul is
Know what an Earth-Based Soul is
Recognize the gifts and challenges of an Interplanetary Soul
Support yourself or a loved one who is an Interplanetary Soul
Be aware of methods of physical and emotional assistance for IP Souls
Understand your soul agreements and spiritual guides as an IP or EB
Discover the uniqueness and life style at your IP home base
Become aware of how to work together as IP and EB Souls
Understand your IP and EB past lives
Work together in this course as a community of advanced IP and EB Souls
REGISTER TODAY FOR THIS TRANSFORMATIONAL COURSE!
Sign up by April 26 for an early discounted fee of $275. After April 26, the fee is $350.
Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 if any questions.
Register here: www.ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/souls-on-earth

COURSE DETAILS & EXPECTATIONS
Each 90-minute class will include: Teaching, Client Case Examples, Experiential Guided Experience and Class
Conversation/Q&A. The class will be taught using the Zoom platform. It is highly recommended that you download the
Zoom application to your computer. Or, you can call into the class via your phone, should that be your preference.
Though being present for each of the 5 virtual classes is highly recommended, registrants can also view archived
recordings after each class.
1. History of the Universe: Interplanetary and Earth-Based
Scientists estimate that Homo Sapien life began on Earth approximately 70,000 to 100,000 years ago. When pre-historic
human life on Earth began soul incarnation called Humanity was instituted. Moderately advanced Interplanetary souls
came to Earth intended to evolve the human culture over time. Most of these early soul inhabitants on Earth stayed,
continuing to embody primarily on Earth repetitively. We’ll learn about why IP souls came to Earth and remained to
incarnate over and over on Earth. And More, you’ll understand when and for what reason IP souls, from other regions of
the celestial realm, have arrived in greater numbers at pivotal points in Humanity’s history.
2. Advanced Interplanetary and Earth-Based Souls: Gifts and Challenges
Interplanetary souls are gifted with intuition, wisdom, and a broad range of advanced skills. Some are amazing with
music, others with writing, technology, engineering, and so much more. Yet, advanced IP souls struggle, at times, to be in
body on Earth. Functioning in the human body and in the human culture are foreign to IP’s. Together we’ll learn how to
be an IP on Earth; how to be in relationship with an IP; and how to bring the gifts of advanced Earth-Based and
Interplanetary souls to life today. In addition, coping and health strategies for IP’s in regard to allergies, auto-immune
disorders, digestive issues, social anxiety, and the like will be presented and strategized.
3. Your Soul Agreements and Guides: On Earth and in the Higher Realm
At the onset of a new incarnation we bring a portion or fractal of our entire soul energy into our body. What soul energy
remains in the higher realm is our higher self. An on-going bond is always present between our Earth self our higher self.
In addition, direction and support are ever-present from our spiritual guide. When we embody our life-intentions are set
in place as a blue-print for the new life. Your higher self also has purpose and commitment in the higher realm. Specific
examples of how Interplanetary guides and life plan may differ from an Earth-Based soul will illuminate this class. How
to become aware of your guide and life agreements will be the focus.
4. Interplanetary Soul Home Base: Arcturus, Mantid, Pleiades, and Elsewhere
Upon the completion of an incarnation the portion of our soul energy that resided with an embodiment returns
automatically to its home base called our higher self. The dwelling place of our soul is a frequency in the celestial realm.
Your soul home base is unique. As an Earth-Based Soul you inhabit an energetic space tied to the Earth. When you’re an
Interplanetary Soul the locale of your origin is attached to a non-Earth domicile. IP Souls come from a location in the
celestial realm that may be inside or outside of the solar system that contains Earth. Each IP home base is unique. At
times the higher-self residence of an IP may be labeled with a familiar name, at other times not. IP home base cultures
vary, one from the other. An IP locale can have density or no density, a human-like container or not. Examples and the
unique qualities of various IP homes will be shared.
5. Interplanetary and Earth-Based Souls: Working Together for Humanity
An increase in the number of embodied IP Souls happens at vital points in Earth’s history, intending to advance our
human culture. On Earth today we are experiencing one of those critical times when advanced EB’s must work in
conjunction with IP’s to increase the likelihood of Humanity’s evolution. Earth life is greatly in need of balance in to
honor all life: people, animals, plants, as well as the planet itself.
This virtual course is designed for teaching, experiential, and interaction time with all participants. Dr. Linda Backman
will share a myriad of client case examples to deepen and expand the value of this program. We will come together to
work in community and expand the evolution of Humanity. REGISTER TODAY!

